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PRESIDENT MACRON & SWEDISH PM LOFVEN SIGNED A GREEN PARTNERSHIP
AT VOLVO HQ
LOFVEN TO ATTEND PARIS AGREEMENT DAY

Paris, Washington DC, Goteberg, 17.11.2017, 21:48 Time

USPA NEWS - The French President Macron and Swedish Prime Minister Stefan Lofvel signed a partnership called “ Innovation and
Green Solutions“� at Volvos´ Headquertss in Goteberg. Stefan Lofvel announced he will be attending the Paris Agreement Day, of
12-12-2015, in Paris. After a short visit of Volvo´s technologies and Swedish innovations, the two head of states gave a press
conference at Volvo´s lobby, after they signed the partnership. 

PM STEFAN LOFVEN THANKS MACRON FR HIS VISIT AT SOCIAL SUMMIT AND ANNOUNCE HIS ATTENDANCE TO PARIS
AGREEMENT DAY-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
The French President Macron and Swedish Prime Minister Stefan Lofvel signed a partnership called “ Innovation and Green
Solutions“� at Volvos´ Headquertss in Goteberg. Stefan Lofvel announced he will be attending the Paris Agreement Day, of
12-12-2015, in Paris. After a short visit of Volvo´s technologies and Swedish innovations, the two head of states gave a press
conference at Volvo´s lobby, after they signed the partnership. “Thank you for your participation to the Social Summit today. I highly
appreciated the tour drive at the council with a more confident approach for EU. We can both play an active role social anti dumping
not only nationally but also globally this is why I work for a Global Deal. As far as immigration, is concerned, in France it is increasing in
general and we need more cooperation within Europe. And I´m very pleased with the new strategic steps and green solutions, in order
to build capacities communities, public areas, greens solution to power our cities, health and medical innovative solution and expertise
over digital companies.---------------------------------------------------
The targets tied to the Paris Agreement, in few months will accelerate the pace for fight against climate change in December, in Paris,
and I will be happy to attend, and I can´t thank you Emmanuel, for that. There will be more opportunities and bring green solutions for
jobs opportunities, acknowledged Prime Minister Stefan Lofvel.

PRESIDENT MACRON ADRESSES HIS SPEECH IN ENGLISH AT VOLVO´S PRESS CONFERENCE
President Macron addressed his speech in English at the press conference on 17 November, on the sidelines of the Goteberg Social
Summit, at Volvo headquarters, alongside Prime Minister Stefan Lofvel. This is the first time that a French head of State expresses
himself with such precision and ease in almost perfect English (Despite the so persistent French accent!) at a European summit and
for the great pleasure of the international press, generally speaking English. The French President killed two birds with one stone, as
he made a great first (to silence the bad tongues on the arrogance of the French who refuse to speak English “¦) and also
overwhelmingly pleased the international press.
Emmanuel Macron then took the floor in French at the end of the conference to make the acknowledgments and also to answer the
French press.
Many officials from the French delegation, attended the European Social Summit but also the vitiate of Volvo´s headquarters, including
French Labor Minister Muriel Penicaud, Bruno Blain of Renault Trucks, as well as French diplomatic advisers. The Volvo
Headquarters was also present as well as those from Ericsson and Integrum.
The press conference followed a short guided visit by Volvo, about the potentialities of Volvo's electric vehicles, and an arm
prosthesis, fixed to a patient with disabilities at Integrum. President Macron was fascinated by this technology and spent time talking to
this patient, seeking to co-ordinate the anteriority of his disability and the choice of a prosthesis rather than a transplant. The head of
Eat Francais then asked the patient to kindly shake his hand with his prosthetic arm. What both did for a handshake, strong, warm and
symbolic of the power of technology in the service of men.
Anchored bone prostheses are an innovative technology based on osteointegration. This process allows the direct connection of an
artificial limb (prosthesis) to the skeleton of the patient, thus avoiding the use of a nest. A bone anchored prosthesis will always be
reliable, it will accompany the patient's movements quickly and correctly. Insofar as it is not in contact with the skin, all issues related
to nesting are eliminated. It allows the wearing of the artificial limb continuously for greater comfort, and provides endurance, in
addition there is only the bone anchored prosthesis that provides the possibility of freedom of movement and osteo-perception.
(Source: Integrum)



President Macron started his speech by greeting the audience with few words in Swedish, as a courtesy to his host, Stefan Lofvel,
Swedish PM “ Thank ou very much for hosting this summit for today, with social dialogue, what wised this morning on the basis of
convergence is critical it is an important change, 20 years ago, it was a discussion and your intuitive in Uppsala to converge in Europe,
if we have an offensive agenda, it is extremely important with political finance migration security assets and environment aspects are
very much important thank you for triggering that.“� President Macron introduced.
“We have a common DNA and vision for Europe, is to combine competitiveness and fairness and its is very important because since
the 1990´s you changed the mindset and evolved with that large part of the reforms. We need to evolve with pure reform to refund our
new model in order to be more competitive and create more jobs and for the security of the people and training and recycling people. It
is not a matter of changing the model but rebounding. With Muriel Penicaud, (French Labor Minister) the famous Swedish model is
inspiring us and you managed to implement fairness and great jobs and this is what we want to deliver.“� President Macron
acknowledged

THE FRENCH-SWEDISH RELATIONSHIP IS ALREADY BASED ON VERY STRONG BONDS- MACRON SAID
The French Swedish relationships is already based on very strong bonds, explained the Swedish Prime Minister Stefan Lofvel
“Goeteberg, here in your headquarters, shows also our cooperation and Air Liquid Dassault sneered has shown results in the last
years. “ “As far as greens solutions are concerned, as we announced in July when you visited me, we decided to increase cooperation
in order to be more agressive and transport green energy, smart cities that is one critical segment, and green fancy way to grow for
you to celebrate that kind of equipment like the electric bus“� added Prime Minister Stefan Lofvel
“In order to change climate change and start green industry and digital and the healthcare sector, we saw a great demonstration of
how to change healthcare sector. All these terms, in the coming month we will deliver in order to deliver this bigger transformation
especially the green and the digital and these can be accelerated in common with this initiative.“� President Macron
added.-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
The French President Macron stressed on the Swedish Global Deal´s concept : “�As for Your GLOBAL DEAL is to accelerate the
competitiveness and fairness, let me tell you that we“˜d like to be part of that Deal and be insured of this method an economic ambition
it is a if you decide to have competitiveness without fairness protecting your people is needing our economy and our societies.“�
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
The French President Macron ended by addressing Prime Minister Stefan Lofvel “I thank Stefan for his hospitality and the intensity of
the bilateral relations for which we do more work and we have also decided to count on you.“� “We have representative of employees
and employers, and we need to see employers and employees, to converge or we cannot create a sustainable development. The
capacity of creating and avoid opponents, the dialogue and the branches and sisal partners, and in the second phase of the Swedish
Model, our minister brought some methods to see the similarities We won´t have the same position, and the reform of the training we
are going to push, is the vocation at the heart of the lifelong learning as well, this the mindset, it is the decentralisation of the gap of
dialogue, and reducing the social conflict. “ President Macron , answering a French Journalist about the French reforms and Labor
future implementations.-----------------------------------------
Prime Minister Lofven answering a Swedish journalist about the social dialogue and new models of employing and recruiting people :
“Too many people are afraid of the future so it is difficult to find your identity in this movement but if everybody feels he is at his place
he is on, then I might lose my job or receive a new job, financially and humanly. We invest in each other and we build trust between
people a new very few pace for extremism. The UE is not only a market but we have to fuse on the social issue . President Macron,
answering a French Journalist about the French reforms and Labor future implementations “ I agree on the fact that immigration is an
issue, 2015 and 2016 have been affected as we were less attractive (France) because people are looking for a job and migration and
integration is at stake. But the most important is the solidarity, we deliver reforms and push pressure from the State and doing our job
at home but if there is no solidarity“¦ After 2018, many member states will be impacted by the unemployment. Then we observe that
the solidarity is weak , that black of solidarity if you want to be part fo something you need an effective package of solidarity otherwise,
no more migration dense, social convergence and tax convergence can be done“�.

PRESIDENT MACRON´S PERCEPTION ABOUT THE SWEDISH SOICAL MODEL --------------------------------------------
“Your ability in your country is string and the core of your country´s success, and the social dialogue is the critical point, corporate by
corporate and sector by sector. So (In France) we are decreasing the number of laws and to accurate this culture of compromise when
you are in an economy of skills you need to create new jobs and completely change this change of the model and implement very
quickly & protect people by social dialogue but also to train them for a change and for new jobs“�
PRESIDENT MACRON & STEFAN LOFVEL PM, AGREED THAT SEXUAL HARASSMENT IS A SHAME AND MUST MSUT BE
PUNISHED-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------



I´m so poled by these terrible experiences put by all these women, it is very disgusting, many actors, students, now politicians we need
to have fest to make sure that you make fil in the police through the while legal system and the guilty must be convicted no tolerance at
all. Not only in our society, in all the countries all over the world, nobody can magian the scale of the problem. We need to know how to
behave and boys and young men must know how to ne a MAN a man who sexually harass, must respect a woman and we have to be
very tough and make sure to convict crime and make more. it is a SHAME, for our society. Prime Minsiiter Lofvel answered to a
Swedish journalist about in this period of multiplication of sexual harassment cases, in the world of cinema and politics recently.
President Macron and Prime Minister Stefan Lofvel's shared the same views on sexual harassment and the steps to be taken to
reduce cases of male domination by harassing women, and punish the perpetrators of these despicable acts: “You don´t have the
exclusivity of this behaviours and the same shame and situation. When we launched my campaign (Presidential Campaign, April
2017) we made polls to ask people about what they were expecting, and at that time, they have answered about sexual harassment. It
is time to change this and the whole mindset and not dominating anymore, and it is about a social violence and sexual
violence.----------------------------------------------------
So we must educate people, it is critical and in the same movement we need to make a debate and avoid to replace the prosecution by
the debate.e of the most important items. This is why I wanted to create this Ministry of Gender Equity, so that you´d be more opened
on someone in the society or at home if you don´t feel free, you can resist much clearer. The public debate is not the only solution,
women must go to the police to declare it, and we will increase the police service and frame they so that the perpetrators will have to
be punished not just by being named“�
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